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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You are developing a Power Platform solution. You are modifying a business process flow. You have created a new
radial knob for the Total amount value and have added the radial knob to the form. 

The Total amount value must be entered at initiation before moving to the next step. 

You need to configure the business process flow. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Add another step to the business process flow. Configure custom controls on a related entity form 

In this version of the preview, the easiest way to add custom controls to a BPF is to begin by adding them to a form of
the entity that the BPF stage is defined on. 

In our example, the Budget Amount and Decision Maker steps of the Qualify stage are defined on the Lead entity. We
begin by adding these fields to the Lead main form, and then configure the radial knob and flip switch custom controls
for 

them. 

Step 2: Open the business process in the Business Process Flow designer and select Activate/Update. Generate and
export the BPF form 

To generate the form for a business process you want to add custom controls to, open the business process in the BPF
designer and click on Activate/Update. 

Step 3: Copy custom control configurations to the business process flow FormXML for the related entity form. 

Copy custom control configurations to the BPF FormXML 

To add custom controls to the BPF, we begin by copying the custom control configurations from the Lead entity form
that we just exported. To do this, we begin by viewing the FormXML for the Lead entity form, which can be found in the 

\\'customizations\\' file in the solution zip file. 

Step 4: Import the solution into Dataverse. 
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Import customizations into the CDS (aka Dataverse) environment 

Now that we’re done making our changes, save the customizations.xml document and add it to the managed solution
zip file containing the BPF, replacing the file within it. 

Next, import these changes into your CDS environment by going to the Solutions tab in the PowerApps portal and click
‘Import’. 

Reference: 

https://powerusers.microsoft.com/t5/Power-Automate-Community-Blog/Preview-Custom-Controls-in-Business-Process-
Flows/ba-p/263237 

 

QUESTION 2

A company uses Microsoft Dataverse rollup fields to calculate insurance exposure and risk profiles for customers. 

Users report that the system does not update values for the rollup fields when new insurance policies are written. 

You need to recalculate the value of the rollup fields immediately after a policy is created. 

What should you do? 

A. Create new calculated fields on the customer entity for insurance exposure and risk. Create a formula to calculate the
sum of values from policy records. 

B. Change the frequency of the Calculate Rollup Field recurring job from every hour to every five minutes. 

C. Create a plug-in that uses the update method for the rollup fields. Configure a step on the Create event for the policy
entity for this plug-in. 

D. Create a plug-in that uses the CalculateRollupFieldRequest method for the rollup field. Configure a step on the
Create event for the policy entity for this plug-in. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to correct the portal query issues. 

Which code should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Scenario: The query for all registered users must return the data categorized by division. 

Queries must return only the Name and Sport fields. Queries return all fields. The query is as follows: 

Box 1: GET ..$select=name, sport 

Use select to return only the Name and Sport fields. 

Box 2: $apply(groupby(sport ne null) 

Categorize by division, that is to sports. 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

A company has a model-driven app that captures applications from prospective students. 
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You are asked to create a new re-usable custom component using the Power Apps component framework (PCF). 

The custom component must allow entry of a date of birth and validate that the applicant is not a minor. 

You create the class AuditDatePicker in the TypeScript file Index.ts and the style sheet DatePicker.css. 

You need to define the component to be available only for relevant fields and its properties when used in a form. 

How should you complete the manifest? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: AuditDatePicker 

Constructor: Constructor of the code component. 

Box 2:DateandTime.DateOnly Box 3: bound usage: Has two properties, bound and input. Bound properties are bound
only to the value of the field. Input properties are either bound to a field or allow a static value. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/component-framework/manifest-schema-
reference/manifest https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/component-framework/implementing-controls-
using-typescript 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

You are creating a business process flow for an organization\\'s Request for Quote process. 

You need to ensure that the business process flow meets the company\\'s requirements. 

Which components should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate components to the correct requirements. Each
component may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes to scroll
to 

view content. Select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Step 

Each step represents a field where data can be entered. 

Stages tell you where you are in the process, while steps are action items that lead to a desired outcome. 

Box 2: Branching condition 

You can enhance a business process flow with branching. If you have the create permissions on business process
flows, you’ll be able create business process flow with multiple branches by using the If-Else logic. 

Box 3: Stage 

Each stage contains a group of steps. 

Incorrect Answers: 

You can use custom controls to add rich visualizations (such as sliders, radial knobs, the LinkedIn control, and more) to
business process flows steps and deliver engaging experiences to those who use your business process. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/business-process-flows-overview 
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/enhance-business-process-flows-branching 
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